Holistic untargeted LC-HRMS-based metabolomics workflow for food authenticity
studies: Exploiting both RPLC- & HILIC-HRMS platforms capability for citrus juices
authenticity investigation
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Introduction
• Fruit juices are ranked in the top 10 list of the most economically motivated adulterated foods
• One of the most common adulteration practices is the unlabeled addition of tangerine, lemon and/or grapefruit in orange juice
• Conventional analytical techniques, already applied in detection of

• Combination of RPLC- and HILIC- HRMS platforms to increase the depth of

adulteration practices through the measurement of selected

analytical coverage

physicochemical indicators, are often unable to detect small

• Holistic metabolomic pathways to unravel fruit juices landscape

differences that could be indicative of low-level adulteration

Materials & Methods
Experimental procedure

Samples

LC-QTOFMS analysis
RPLC-run

Citrus juices
Injection
LC-QTOF/MS

45 orange juices (5 varieties)
15 tangerine juices

Column: Acclaim C18, 2.1x100 mm, 2.2 μm, (Dionex-Thermo Scientific)
ESI: Positive (+)
Acquisition mode:
Gradient elution program: (A) 5 mM ammonium acetate in H2O/MeOH
broad-band
90/10, (B) 5 mM ammonium acetate in MeOH

Juice sample

HILIC-run

15 lemon juices
15 grapefruit juices
18 Adulterated juices 20% - 1% (6 levels)

Dilution
Brix 11.0-15.0

Column: ACQUITY BEH Amide 2.1×100 mm, 1.7μm (Waters)
ESI: Positive (+)
Gradient elution program: (A) 1 mM ammonium formate and 0.01%
formic acid in H2O (B) 1 mM ammonium formate and 0.01% formic acid
in ACN/H2O 95/5

Filtration
(RC 0.22 μm)

(lemon: 8.0)

Collision Induced
Dissociation bbCID,
(MS & MS/MS) (Col.
Energy MS: 4eV,
MS/MS: 25eV)

Data evaluation & Results
Target screening

Untargeted metabolomics – Discriminative analysis
RPLC

PCA

HILIC

Markers’ identification

PCA

PLS-DA

PLS-DA

Identification of Bergamottin, most prevailed marker
of grapefruit adulteration, according to VIP

Detection of adulteration
R2: 0.83
Q2: 0.69

R2: 0.71
Q2: 0.57

RPLC and HILIC
combination resulted in
better classification (R2)
and prediction ability (Q2)
of model

• 15 amino acids were detected and quantified
• Significant differences in citrus samples’ profile

PLS-DA

42/1670 features were
selected according to VIP
values (>1.0)

100% grapefruit
20% grapefruit
10% grapefruit
5% grapefruit
3% grapefruit
2% grapefruit
1% grapefruit
Authentic orange
(0% grapefruit)

RPLC
HILIC
167
795
880

R2: 0.91
Q2: 0.84

Conclusions

✓ Amino acids are a reliable tool in citrus authenticity study
✓ PLS-DA discriminative models were built for the discrimination of citrus

juices, as well as the adulteration of orange juices with lemon, grapefruit
and tangerine

✓ In total,

42 markers were investigated, with the most important being
tentatively identified

✓ Detection of orange juice adulteration was achieved down to 1% in all
cases

✓ Merged HILIC & RPLC – HRMS data were contributed to build reliable
prediction models
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